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Abstract
Crowdsourcing useful data, such as reliable relevance la-
bels for pairs of topics and documents, requires a multi-
disciplinary approach that spans aspects such as user inter-
face and interaction design, incentives, crowd engagement
and management, and spam detection and filtering. Research
has shown that the design of a crowdsourcing task can signif-
icantly impact the quality of the obtained data, where the ge-
ographic location of crowd workers was found to be a main
indicator of quality. Following this, for the Assessment task
of the TREC crowdsourcing track, we designed HITs to min-
imize attracting spam workers, and restricted participation to
workers in the US. As an incentive, we included the possi-
bility of a bonus pay of $5 for the best performing workers.
When crowdsourcing relevance judgments, multiple judg-
ments are typically obtained to provide greater certainty as
to the true label. However, combining these judgments by
a simple majority vote not only has the flawed underlying
assumption that each assessor has comparable accuracy but
also ignores the impact of topic specific effects (e.g. the
amount of topic-expertise needed to accurately judge). We
provide a simple probabilistic framework for predicting true
relevance from crowdsourced judgments and explore varia-
tions that condition on worker and topic. In particular, we
focus on the topic conditional model that was our primary
submission for the Consensus task of the track.

1 Introduction
Crowdsourcing [7] as an online practice is increasingly
adopted across a broad range of application areas, from ad-
vertising and data gathering to crisis response, design inno-
vation, and problem solving. The term crowdsourcing, as
coined by Jeff Howe, describes the act of outsourcing work
to a large group of people or a community–a crowd [7]. It
is an open call for contributions from members of the crowd
in order to solve a problem or complete a task, often in ex-
change for micro-payments, social recognition, or entertain-
ment.

A specific area where crowdsourcing can provide the re-
quired scale and efficiency is the comparative evaluation of
search engines [1–3, 6, 10]. Indeed, the crowdsourcing of

relevance judgments is receiving growing attention as a pos-
sible solution to enable search engine evaluation at a very
large scale. However, crowdsourcing, and more specifically
crowdsourcing when monetary incentives are involved, is
a solution with its own set of challenges [12, 15]. Indeed,
crowdsourcing has been widely criticized for its mixed qual-
ity output. Marsden, for example, argues that 90% of crowd-
sourcing contributions are rubbish [14]. On the other hand,
several studies in relevance data collection concluded that
crowdsourcing leads to reliable labels [2, 6]. At the same
time, works such as [12, 23] provide evidence of cheating
and random behavior among members of the crowd. Clearly,
the gathering of useful data requires not only technical capa-
bilities, but also sound experimental design. This is espe-
cially important in crowdsourcing where the interplay of the
various motivations and incentives affects the quality of the
collected data [15, 16].

Prompted by this growing interest in crowdsourcing
for search evaluation, the new crowdsourcing track was
launched at TREC with the aim to study crowdsourcing ap-
proaches for search engine evaluation. Two tasks were de-
fined to be investigated in the first year of the track:

. The Assessment task investigates the effectiveness of
crowdsourcing methods to gather relevance labels. In
this task, participating teams were asked to collect top-
ical relevance judgments from crowd workers for a
small set of topics over a subset of the ClueWeb09 col-
lection using any crowdsourcing approach, design, in-
centives, and platforms.

. In the Consensus task, teams were asked to compute
consensus over a fixed data set containing 89k pre-
viously crowdsourced labels for a set of 19k topic-
document pairs.

We participated in both the tasks. Our goal for the first
task was to minimize attracting spam workers through re-
stricting workers by geographic location and by employing
more interactive user interface controls, e.g., replacing stan-
dard radio buttons, which may attract more random clicking
behavior [5], with drag and drop interaction models. For the
second task, we provide a probabilistic framework for pre-
dicting true relevance labels from crowdsourced judgments
and explore variations that condition on worker and topic.
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2 Related Work
Over the last few years, crowdsourcing has attracted a lot of
attention as a valuable approach to harness human abilities
from a large population of workers. A significant portion
of crowdsourcing efforts has focused on consensus tasks for
which a crowdsourcing system collects multiple noisy re-
ports from workers to identify a truth about the world. Ex-
amples of consensus tasks can be found in games with a pur-
pose (e.g., image labelling in the ESP game) [20], in citizen
science projects (e.g., galaxy labelling in Galaxy Zoo) [13],
and in paid crowdsourcing systems (e.g., relevance judgment
for topic-document pairs) [1]. One of the primary challenges
in solving consensus tasks with crowdsourcing is the recov-
ery of the true relevance signal from the noise, i.e., both the
unintentional errors and the malicious behavior in the way
workers report for a consensus task [11].

There has been previous work on empirically evaluat-
ing the accuracy of non-expert workers when they report
to consensus tasks and the factors that may affect their ac-
curacy [8, 15, 17]. In particular, Alonso and Baeza-Yates,
and Kazai present an empirical evaluation of the accuracy
of non-expert workers in providing relevance judgments for
document-topic pairs [1, 9]. In a related line of work, re-
searchers explored approaches for learning worker models
[4, 22]. Finally, there has been previous work on predict-
ing consensus based on multiple noisy reports of workers.
Previous approaches to this problem include majority vot-
ing, naive Bayes classifiers, and unsupervised and semi-
supervised learning techniques [18, 19, 22].

3 Assessment Task
This section deals with the problem investigated in the As-
sessment task of the track, that is the effective gathering of
relevance labels for a fixed set of topic-document pairs.

3.1 Task Description
The task was to collect topical relevance labels for 2175 doc-
uments over 25 topics as effectively as possible. Effective-
ness was defined in terms of the quality of the workers at-
tracted to the task, measured primarily based on the quality
of the labels contributed by the individual workers. Since all
crowdsourced labels had to be submitted, regardless whether
a given label was later identified as being of poor quality, it
was important to try to minimize attracting so-called spam-
mers to the task.

Our team was assigned a total of 2175 topic-document
pairs to judge, 520 pairs in the “assigned” set, which was
shared with another 4 teams (different sets of teams per
topic) and the same 1655 topic-document pairs that was
shared across all participating teams. All the data was pro-
vided in sets of 5 documents per given topic, where the track
guidelines required that a given worker judge all 5 pairs in

a set. The data also contained gold set labels for 395 pairs,
which were all grouped into sets of 5 as well, giving a to-
tal of 58 sets. Since the gold set was not distributed among
the other topic-document pairs, we decided to randomly re-
distribute them among the total of 435 sets, thus ending up
with 6 topic-document pairs per set.

3.2 Approach

Our goal was to evaluate and compare an interactive HIT
design with a traditional design based on multiple radio but-
tons to obtain relevance labels from crowd workers. This
was motivated by previous research that found significant
differences in the quality of crowdsourced labels between
two HIT designs, differing in the richness of the employed
quality controls [10]. Other research has found that more
simple designs and more mundane tasks are more suscepti-
ble to spam [5].

Our hypothesis was that more interactive HIT designs
would lead to reduced spam behavior, which was shown to
be more prevalent in designs that rely on multiple choice ra-
dio buttons [5]. Our interactive design is shown in Figure 1
and our baseline design is shown in Figure 2. In the interac-
tive design, workers were asked to drag and drop the thumb-
nails of the web pages to be judged onto a two dimensional
grid, where the horizontal placement indicates the usefulness
of the page to the topic, in the worker’s opinion, while the
vertical placement reflects how certain the worker is in their
rating of the web page. In the baseline design, we rely on
a series of multiple choice inputs. These reflect the two di-
mensions of usefulness and confidence as in the interactive
design. In addition, in the baseline, we also asked workers
to pick the best document out of the 6 shown in a HIT. In
both designs, workers had to click on the thumbnails to see
the web pages as rendered images, as provided by the track
organizers.

We paid $0.15 per HIT and offered a $5 bonus to the best
performing workers in the event that we win the challenge.
Given the 435 sets of data that needed to be judged, where
one set was allocated into one HIT, and that we asked 3
workers to judge each HIT, our total cost per experiment (de-
sign) was $195.75 (without the bonus payments).

Following on from the findings in [10], we restricted par-
ticipation to workers located in the US, and with a HIT ap-
proval rate of over 85%, and with a minimum of 50 com-
pleted HITs.

For each topic, we showed the title, description and narra-
tive fields.

In addition to the relevance judgments, we also collected
self-reported information on the worker’s knowledge of the
topic being judged, on their Big Five personality traits,
whether they enjoyed the task, and if they wanted to be con-
sidered for the bonus of $5 in case we win the challenge.

Unfortunately, due to issues with cross site scripting,
where the communication between our iframe and Amazon’s



Figure 1: Drag and drop based HIT template design (show-
ing only the drag and drop part)

Figure 2: Baseline HIT template design

Mechanical Turk broke down, we failed to run the experi-
ments with the interactive design. Thus, we only report re-
sults for our baseline run. We hope to complete the interac-
tive runs in the near future.

Figure 3: Number of workers and percentage of HIT volume
per accuracy bin

3.3 Evaluation

A total of 1047 HITs were completed by 99 unique workers
by the TREC submission deadline (the total of 1305 HITs
were completed by 111 workers). As common for most
crowdsourcing engagements, the majority of the HITs were
completed by a few workers (62% of HITs by 4 workers).
The average time workers spent on the task was 331 seconds
and the average accuracy on the test questions (data with
gold standard) was 0.57. Out of the four ‘keen’ workers,
three were above average quality (accuracy levels around
0.65, with average time of 220 seconds spent per HIT), while
the fourth may have been a spam worker (accuracy of 0.25,
average time spent of 168 seconds). Workers reported an av-
erage familiarity level of 1.86 (the scale was 0 to 5, 0 being
“never heard about the topic before” and 5 meaning “I know
a lot about the topic”). Workers found the task more fun than
not: average reported fun level was 3.7 (scale was 0 to 5, 0
meaning not fun at all and 5 meaning “very much enjoyed
the task’).’

Figure 3 shows the distribution of workers per bins of ob-
served accuracy (on gold set). This suggests that most work-
ers were reliable and that most of the HITs resulted in high
quality data. The 23 workers with 0 accuracy only con-
tributed a total of 26 HITs, each completing on average a
single test (thus we have low certainty in the obtained accu-
racy scores). The only clearly ‘bad apple’ in the experiment
was the single keen worker who completed 106 HITs and
whose accuracy was 0.25.

Table 1 shows the official results against the consen-
sus ground-truth (binary labels) and the gold set, showing
the number of topic-document pairs, the number of unique
workers, the Accuracy, Recall, Precision, Specificity, (nor-
malized) Log-loss, (normalized) KL-divergence, and the
root mean square error. For reference we also evaluate the
consensus labels against the gold set.

We obtain a label accuracy of 77% against the consensus
data, and 65% against the editorial judgments from TREC.
In comparison, TREC assessors have pairwise agreement



Table 1: Assessment task results for primary runs, against gold and consensus ground-truth sets

Evaluation Pairs Wrks Acc R P S LL nLL KL nKL RMSE
Consensus ground-truth 2005 95 0.77 0.71 0.86 0.83 1009.29 7.57 2551.40 17.26 0.70
Gold set ground-truth 2005 95 0.65 0.64 0.79 0.62 198.20 11.11 198.23 7.66 0.54
Consensus vs. gold set 1875 1 0.80 0.87 0.85 0.66 828.93 6.85 829.16 3.14 0.45

levels of 70–80% on average, with high variability across
topics [21, p.44]. Thus, we obtain a similar agreement level
to that reported in TREC for the evaluation against the con-
sensus labels, but agreement with the gold set labels is lower.
The difference in the two different evaluations is relatively
large, but we can also see that the consensus labels obtain
only a label accuracy of 80% when evaluated against the
gold set.This can raise questions regarding the use of con-
sensus or gold standard as ground-truth.

The precision, 86% against consensus and 79% against
the gold set, is higher than the recall, 71% against consen-
sus and 64% against the gold set, indicating that the design
led to judgments based on a relatively strict relevance cri-
terion. Plausible design factors impacting this are the fol-
lowing. First, we showed the full narrative of the topic, re-
stricting the topic to the interpretation of the original topic
creator. Second, we used an operational definition of “top-
ical relevance”, defining it in terms of “usefulness”, which
may be regarded as a more restrictive criterion—not all top-
ically relevant documents are useful. Third, we also asked
workers to indicate their confidence in their ratings, which
may have averted more speculative guessing.

4 Consensus Task
This section deals with the problem that is investigated in the
second part of the TREC challenge of predicting consensus
of a set of noisy worker judgments collected for a relevance
judgment task. We start by introducing the consensus task
and the dataset that is used for studying the consensus task.
We then present a short survey of related work on solving
consensus tasks in the domain of query judgments and in
other domains. Next, we propose multiple approaches for
solving consensus tasks that fall out of the same probabilis-
tic formulation by making different independence assump-
tions. Finally, we conclude the section by evaluating these
approaches on the relevance judgment dataset provided by
the organizers.

4.1 Task Description
The second part of the TREC Crowdsourcing Track, referred
to as the “consensus task”, focuses on computing consensus
about the relevance of a given document to a topic over a set
of individual reports collected from multiple workers. The
consensus task aims at recovering the actual relevance of a
topic-document pair based on multiple worker reports, thus

eliminating the noise in the way workers judge relevance.
Supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised learning ap-
proaches can be used for predicting consensus from a set of
noisy worker reports. In this paper, we propose using super-
vised learning approaches based on the naive Bayes method
to predict relevance.

We use a dataset provided by the organizers of the chal-
lenge to train predictive models and to evaluate the predic-
tion accuracy of these models. The dataset is composed of
individual worker judgments of topic-document pairs, which
were collected as part of the TREC 2010 Relevance Feed-
back track [19]. A small subset of instances in the dataset
has ground truth NIST judgments. Each topic-document pair
is judged by a worker as a part of a human intelligence task
(HIT) advertised on the Mechanical Turk platform. Each in-
stance of the dataset is composed of identifiers for a given
topic and document pair, an identifier for the HIT in which
the relevance is collected, an identifier for the worker who
judged the pair, the judgment of the worker (relevant/not
relevant) and the ground truth judgment of the pair. The
dataset includes 89,624 relevance judgments collected from
762 workers for 19,033 topic-document pairs. A subset of
this dataset was released as the development (training) set.
The training set includes a total of 10,770 judgments col-
lected from 181 unique workers. Approximately 15% of the
training dataset has ground truth NIST judgments. The ma-
jority of the document-topic pairs have 3 judgments, and the
remaining small subset of the training set has 6 judgments.

The track evaluation uses both the ground truth NIST
judgments (gold set) for evaluation as well as the consensus
label computed from other participating teams’ predictions
for topic-document pairs in the test set. In this report, we
focus on results over the gold set in the development set and
over the gold set within the test set. Section 4.3 presents a
set of results from these empirical evaluations.

4.2 Approach

The dataset provided for the TREC challenge includes la-
beled and unlabeled relevance judgment instances; approxi-
mately 15% of the instances include gold standard relevance
judgments. In a crowdsourcing environment, often some of
the examples have been labeled by experts to either serve
as teaching items for workers or to act as honeypots, chal-
lenges, etc. We define the problem of predicting whether
a document is relevant to a topic as a supervised learning
problem. We train predictive models with the subset of the



data instances that have expert or “gold” labels. We first de-
fine the learning problem of predicting relevance. Then, we
present different approaches for predicting the relevance of
a document to a topic.

We build models based on various assumptions. These
models correspond to three broad conditions: (1) an assump-
tion that workers have comparable accuracy across all tasks;
(2) an assumption that workers have comparable accuracy
withing a task, but varying across tasks (e.g. the amount
of topic-expertise needed to accurately judge is the primary
determiner of worker accuracy); (3) each worker has a par-
ticular skill/accuracy in making relevance judgments across
all tasks.

Ultimately, we desire to infer the probability of the actual
relevance label of a document, taking into account topic-
specific effects, document-specific effects, and worker-
specific effects. That is, we wish to compute:

Pr(Ri,j | ti, dj , {w1, . . . , wn | wkis elicited for i, j}) (1)

Here ti ∈ T is a particular topic, dj ∈ D is a particular
document, Ri,j ∈ {0, 1} is the event that document dj is
relevant to topic ti, and wk ∈ {0, 1} is the relevance la-
bel provided by worker k (out of n total workers across all
topics). We will abbreviate the worker labels elicited for a
pair as ~wi:j = w1,i:j , . . . , wn,i:j to simplify. Depending on
what independence assumptions we make when computing
this term, the majority of topic and worker specific effects
can be captured.1

4.2.1 Naive Bayes Approach

The first approach we take to predict relevance is the naive
Bayes approach. This approach applies Bayes’ theorem and
makes strong independence assumptions between the fea-
tures that are used to predict relevance. In particular, it as-
sumes that a given document, a given topic and judgements
obtained from workers for the document-topic pair are in-
dependent given the relevance of the document to the topic.
The way Pr(ri,j | ti, dj , ~wi:j) is computed with the naive
Bayes approach is given below:

Pr(ri,j | ti, dj , ~wi:j)

By Bayes rule

∝ Pr(~wi:j | ri,j , ti, dj) Pr(ri,j | ti, dj)
Assuming the relevance prior is independent of topic

and document

= Pr(~wi:j | ri,j , ti, dj) Pr(ri,j)
Assuming conditional independence given relevance

= Pr(ri,j)

|~wi:j |∏
k=1

Pr(wk,i:j | ri,j)

1If elicitation is not random, then a vector of elicitation variables should
be explicitly added.

Assuming exchangeability among judges

= Pr(ri,j)
∏

wk∈|~wi:j

Pr(wk | ri,j) (2)

Here Pr(ri,j) is simply the probability of seeing a relevant
document in the training set. Pr(wk | ri,j) is the probabil-
ity of a worker will say relevant/irrelevant conditional on the
actual document’s relevance. These probabilities are com-
puted from the subset of the training set with gold standard
relevance judgements.

4.2.2 Topic-Conditional Naive Bayes

Next, we present an approach for relaxing the indepen-
dence assumptions of the naive Bayes model. The topic-
conditional naive Bayes model assumes that a given docu-
ment and judgements obtained from workers are indepen-
dent given a topic and the relevance of the document to the
topic. This model takes into account that the prior proba-
bility of a document being relevant to a topic depends on
the topic, and also takes into account that the likelihood of
a worker reporting relevant or not may depend on the topic.
The way Pr(ri,j | ti, dj , ~wi:j) is computed with the topic-
conditional naive Bayes approach is given below:

Pr(ri,j | ti, dj , ~wi:j)

By Bayes rule

∝ Pr(~wi:j | ri,j , ti, dj) Pr(ri,j | ti, dj)
Assuming the relevance prior primarily depends

on topic

= Pr(~wi:j | ri,j , ti, dj) Pr(ri,j | ti)
Assuming conditional independence given topic

and relevance

= Pr(ri,j | ti)
|~wi:j |∏
k=1

Pr(wk,i:j | ri,j , ti)

Assuming exchangeability among judges

= Pr(ri,j | ti)
∏

wk∈|~wi:j

Pr(wk | ri,j , ti) (3)

Here Pr(ri,j | ti) is simply the probability of seeing a
relevant document for this topic. While Pr(wk | ri,j , ti) is
the probability within this topic that a worker will say rel-
evant/irrelevant conditional on the actual document’s rele-
vance. Both of these can be computed from the known gold
set for a topic.

4.2.3 Worker-Conditional Naive Bayes

A second approach to relaxing the independence assump-
tions of the naive Bayes model is reasoning about the fact
that the way workers report may differ from worker to
worker. The worker-conditional naive Bayes model assumes



that a given document, a given topic and the relevance re-
ports obtained from workers are independent given the rele-
vance of the document to the topic and the history of work-
ers in the training set. While calculating the likelihood
of a worker reporting relevant for a relevant (or irrelevant)
document-topic pair, this model computes the ratio of in-
stances in which the same worker reported relevant to a rel-
evant (or irrelevant) document-topic pair in the training set.
To compute relevance probabilities with this model, we in-
troduce a new feature hk. hk represents the reporting history
in the training set of the worker reporting wk,i:j for the cur-
rent task. ~h includes the histories of all workers reporting for
the current task. The way Pr(ri,j | ti, dj , ~wi:j) is computed
with the worker-conditional naive Bayes approach is given
below:

Pr(ri,j | ti, dj , ~wi:j ,~h)

By Bayes rule

∝ Pr(~wi:j | ri,j , ti, dj ,~h) Pr(ri,j | ti, dj ,~h)
Assuming the relevance prior is independent of topic,

document and history

= Pr(~wi:j | ri,j , ti, dj ,~h) Pr(ri,j)
Assuming conditional independence given worker

history and relevance

= Pr(ri,j)

|~wi:j |∏
k=1

Pr(wk,i:j | ri,j , hk)

Assuming exchangeability among judges with the

same history

= Pr(ri,j)
∏

wk∈|~wi:j

Pr(wk | ri,j , hk) (4)

Here, Pr(wk | ri,j , hk) is the probability that a worker
will say relevant/irrelevant conditional on the actual docu-
ment’s relevance and the history of this worker in the train-
ing set. This probability is estimated from the training set
by counting the number of times this worker reported rel-
evant/irrelevant in the training set for document-topic pairs
with the given relevance value. For workers that do not have
judgements in the training set, we used a general worker
history which includes judgements from all workers in the
training set.

4.3 Evaluation
During the development phase, we randomly split the de-
velopment data into a train (80%) and a validation portion
(20%) by topic-document ID. That is, all of the ratings for
a topic-document ID were either completely in the training
set or completely in the testing set. Table 2 presents results
computed by estimating model parameters over the training
split of the development data and estimating performance on

the validation portion of the development data. The column
DefaultAcc presents the accuracy that can be obtained by
guessing the most common class (relevant).

Table 3 presents the preliminary evaluation results pro-
vided by the track organizers over the gold portion of the test
set. In the test set, 1000 documents had gold labels with 500
relevant and 500 irrelevant. The results have been sorted by
the log-loss measure from the best (top of table) to the worst
(bottom of table).

4.4 Discussion
From the result in Table 2, we see that only the topic-
conditional naive Bayes outperformed the default model of
predicting the most common class. However, all of the meth-
ods do outperform the majority vote method. The failure to
outperform the default model may therefore be more of a re-
sult of the class skew in the data than an indication of the
inferiority of the model. We decided to focus on accuracy
as our decision criterion. This lead us to choose the topic-
conditional model as the run to submit.

In Table 3, we see that the topic-conditional model
(MSRC) performs in the middle of the pack in most clas-
sification measures (accuracy, precision, recall, specificity).
However, in the two “soft measures” that measure the quality
of probability estimates, log loss and root mean squared er-
ror (RMSE), the method is the best performer. This may in-
dicate that the optimal threshold for the probability to make
a hard classification decision may be other than the default
(of 0.5). This requires further investigation to determine
whether the models can be further optimized for classifica-
tion procedures. Given the simplicity of the model, it is sur-
prising that it can outperform the other submissions on the
probability measures by a large margin.

4.5 Limitations
As seen in Table 2 evaluation over the development data was
problematic for two reasons. First, there was a large skew
in class prevalance. This made determining overall model.
Second, the dataset was small – how these models perform
as a function of the amount of data is an important question
we intend to investigate over the test set.

5 Conclusions
For the assessment task, our results were ranked 3rd based
on the accuracy metric on both the gold set and the consen-
sus ground-truth set. This is promising and suggests that
limiting workers to those with high HIT approval rate in the
US is a good start. We plan to run the interactive experiments
in the very near future to investigate our original research
question.

Considering the simplicity of the topic-conditional naive
Bayes model and its relative high performance with respect



Table 2: Results of Models Over Development Set

Model TruePos TrueNeg FalsePos FalseNeg Accuracy DefaultAcc Prec Recall Specificity
Majority Vote 101 8 17 19 0.7517 0.8276 0.8559 0.8417 0.3200
naive Bayes 120 0 25 0 0.8276 0.8276 0.8276 1.0000 0.0000
nB Topic 115 7 18 5 0.8414 0.8276 0.8647 0.9583 0.2800
nB Worker 117 1 24 3 0.8138 0.8276 0.8298 0.9750 0.0400

Table 3: Preliminary assessment task results over gold set ground-truth – sorted by (negative) LogLoss from best (top) to worst
(bottom)

Team Accuracy Recall Precision Specificity LogLoss RMSE
MSRC 0.64 0.70 0.62 0.58 610.28 0.45
uogTr 0.44 0.34 0.43 0.54 931.74 0.59
LingPipe 0.66 0.73 0.64 0.59 975.88 0.50
GeAnn 0.58 0.74 0.56 0.42 1150.44 0.51
UWaterlooMDS 0.67 0.78 0.64 0.57 1435.77 0.50
uc3m 0.70 0.75 0.68 0.64 2772.31 0.55
BUPT-WILDCAT 0.69 0.79 0.65 0.58 2901.26 0.56
TUD DMIR 0.66 0.76 0.63 0.56 3113.10 0.58
UTaustin 0.60 0.91 0.56 0.30 3647.29 0.63
qirdcsuog 0.53 0.82 0.52 0.23 4338.07 0.69

to probability prediction, it offers a promising path for future
development. Of particular interest is a model that accounts
for both worker and topic effects simultaneously.
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